
October 21, 2013 

4-4:45 PM EST  

 

Minutes from OD Low Vision Workgroup meeting  

 

Call participants:  Karen Brahm, Lisa Chan-O’Connell, Brendal Waiss, Jennine Kirby, Diane Lindsay , 

Bethany Martinez, Rachel Spillane, Jane Shea, Shannon Stone.  

 

1.  Low Vision Peer Review Project – update  

a. Our final version of the clinical pertinence review form was accepted by all committees  

b. Slight changes were made, but we assume that it will be close to our final version 

c. QM is reviewing it now 

d. Once approved, it will be distributed so that clinic chiefs can begin using it for their 

reviews 

 

2. Question about how low vision clinics are updating their devices 

a. Is there budget for this? 

1. Some BRCs, VISORs have a LV budget for new devices  

2. Lisa has a small clinic budget at her facility  

b. Another option would be to see if the eye clinic has any funds that can be used for LV 

demo devices 

c. Loaner devices?  You need to check with your business office to see if your clinic can 

accept loaner devices from vendors  

1. Borrowing through a BRC may be an option  

d. How do we keep new items in stock without additional funds to purchase? 

1. Jennine suggested keeping a mini order through prosthetics dept for the outpt 

clinics (they kept a list of the most frequently ordered devices to see how many 

are issued in a month, then sent a list to prosthetics to get a small inventory on 

site.  Once set up, they enter a consult for the device and go and pick it up) 

2. They select commonly prescribed low powered items and keep them on a 30 day 

turnaround system with their prosthetics dept  

 

3. Question about idevices (ipads, iphones) from Mike .  Is anyone ordering ipads or iphones for 

veterans? 

a. The consensus on the call is that no, the low vision clinics are not ordering idevices. 

b. It is really difficult for low vision clinics to order these devices.  The BRCs are the best 

ones to address these devices (they know how to order them, load aps, and do the 

training) 

c. Question about replacing devices and veterans requesting upgrades?  Best to call the 

BRC who issued the device and work with them.   

d. Problem with printers that BRC issues – it is hard to find replacement ink for printers.  

Who do we use for repair?  Best to discuss this with the BRC that issued the device  

 

4. Labor mapping, productivity, scheduling and coding  

a. Diane’s LV clinic was recently audited 

1. She was asked to cut down exam time from 90 min to 60 min for outpts  

2. The review bought up many questions: 

b. Physician productivity – what are the codes that capture different workloads? 

c. What stop codes are supposed to be used? 

d. What codes should be used for LV exams?  9900 codes, 9200 codes, time based coding? 

e. Should specific codes for TF refraction, EV training, gait training be used? 



f. What is the standard length of a low vision exam? 60, 90, 120 min? 

 

g.  Diane brought up a topic today that many of us on the call would like help 

understanding, too 

 

1. Lisa and Karen will f/u with John Townsend and Patti Fuhr.  We would like to 

have someone join the next call to continue this topic and give us some guidance.   

 

 

 

Next meeting, Monday, December 16 at 4 PM EST  

 


